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in any case, you can notice that 432 hz was used in bach's time in some places but mostly for tuning instruments, and it was
later replaced by about 400 hz. pythagoras knew the reason why the fifths were diminished in his tuning system, and he found

it in the stability of the celestial bodies. the planets, or the spheres of the heavens were to be set to a frequency of 432.5 hz
and thus they always stayed in the same place as the earth moved around them. this was the reason why 432 hz for music

was called astropical. musicology suffered for a long time because, i think that a combination of myth and scientists has made
it hard for people to accept that things are not as they seem. we tend to prefer the explanation that makes sense. not all

explanations are true, but maybe one of them is. this is the wisdom of science, which is difficult to accept for a lot of people.
pythagoras probably knew that the planets had to be in the same frequency, and that people sometimes heard 432 hz in

church. he also knew that the melody of the planets was beautiful and harmonious, and that humans could feel the power of
the celestial bodies with their ears. in a famous piece by beethoven the planet jupiter is in the third position, which coincides

exactly with 432 hz. you can also find bach's organ toccata and fugue in d minor at 99'54" and there is a b&flat;b&flat;c in the
bass for a total of 432 hz . here is a list of all the planets and the frequencies that these planets are set to. music obviously is
very important to our daily lives. today we use music to feed our emotions, to bring new ideas into our lives, and to make us
dance or make ourselves laugh. but did you know that the ancient egyptians had a special connection with music ? did you

know that they even used music as a symbol of happiness?
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in magic, the player can craft spells (e.g. magic items, character abilities, and extra dice) either for themselves or for their
friends. this allows players to customize their characters in a number of ways. players are able to paint spells on the ui

interface in a variety of colors. you can even paint different colors of spell on the same spell! players can turn the ui on and off
at will. magia is a free-to-play mmorpg with a strong focus on social gameplay. since its launch in late 2014, the game has

grown rapidly and maintains a steady player-base of over 2 million. play in the great world of magia and overcome the trials
and challenges that stand between you and your goal of reaching the highest social rank in the land. one character, one
account - in the game, you may create up to 5 characters to reflect your different play styles, customize your character's

appearance, and achieve the perfect balance of fun and progress. instanced dungeons - levels are designed around the social
experience and so instead of the traditional linear progression, you will be introduced to various dungeons with unique game

mechanics, social challenges, and rewards. pvp – battle royale - magia features a battle royale-style pvp mode, where you can
conquer one of many maps filled with players of all different classes, levels and abilities. the winner of the match becomes the

champion. recommended hardware: windows: i5 6500 6-core 16gb ram 1tb hard drive 250gb ssd mac: i5 6300 2.6 - core i5
6500 2.6 - core 8gb ram 1tb hard drive 250gb ssd ios: iphone 7, 7 plus, 5, 5s, 6, 6 plus, 6s 10.5-inch ipad pro 8gb ram
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